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Background 

Automated cell counting is an established technique used in cell biology labs around the world. Cells are 
placed on specially designed disposable plastic slides and counted automatically by cell counters and 
reported as a number of live versus dead cells to enable scientists to make upstream decisions. The 
global plastic crisis, coupled by a cost per measurement being significant enough for labs to find ways of  
reusing slides by washing in running water and assuming this practice will allow multiple usage is 
becoming common practice in a growing number of labs.  

A more reliable, safer and validated way of washing and reusing slides has been introduced recently by 
Imrali Inventions, creators of the iWash® slide cleaner system1. 

Key hazards of washing slides in Running Water 

Washing automated cell counting slides under running water is not recommended due to a number of 
detrimental effects on the slides and subsequent analyses as listed below. 

1. Washing slides under running water DOES NOT remove all of the cells from the slide (Figure 1). 
2. Water irreversibly damages the internal coating of the slides making them impossible to re-use 

again (image 3). 
3. This practice exposes the user to biohazards as there is an increased risk of contaminated water 

splashing around the sink and onto the user (image 1). 
4. The slides take a long time to dry. 
5. Manual washing introduces user related biases. 
 

Experimental Design 

In this technical note, we perform a side by side comparison of washing used slides under running water 
versus the iWash® slide cleaner.  

10 disposable cell counter slides were loaded with a cell solution at a concentration approximating to 
1.25 Million cells/mL. The first 5 slides were individually washed under a running cold water tap for 60 
seconds (Figure 1) making sure the running tap water came in direct contact with the sample inlet holes 
on the slide. Then the slides were left to dry at room temperature overnight. The remaining 5 slides 
were washed with an iWash® Slide Cleaner which were also left overnight at room temperature for 
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direct comparison purposes. The following day all slides as well as 5 brand-new slides were loaded with 
sterile filtered trypan blue solution and counted in the cell counter. The cell counting results as well as 
the images of the slides were obtained and recorded. Loading brand new slides with filter sterilised 
trypan blue indicated that 3/10 chambers contained microscopic dust particles or dirt in them which 
could mistakenly be detected as dead cells thus giving an incorrect cell count (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The slide was washed under cold and semi-pressurized tap water for 60 seconds. The tap 
water was in contact with the inlet holes of the slide in order to facilitate rinsing out the chambers of 
the slide. The water hitting the slide splashed back to the sink area resulting in a potential exposure to 
biohazardous material from the slide contaminating the surrounding surfaces. 
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Figure 2: Brand-new slides were loaded with filter sterilised trypan blue and images obtained in the 
cell counter. Even brand-new slides may exhibit some dust particles or dots inside the chambers which 
can be detected as dead cells by the cell counter. This will interfere with the accuracy of cell counting in 
some instances. Contamination was detected in 3/10 chambers of the tested new slides. 
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Figure 3: Washing slides under running water irreversibly damages the internal coating of the slides 
making it difficult to re-use. The water washed slides were slow at re-loading and had large bubbles 
inside them ultimately causing uneven cell distribution in the slide. On the other hand, iWash® washed 
slides loaded easily and evenly. 

Washed under running water Washed by iWash® Slide cleaner 
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Figure 4: Comparison of cleaned slides using running tap water or iWash®.  

Slides were loaded with approximately 1.25M cells/ml concentrated cell solution and washed under 
running  water for 60 seconds and left at room temperature to dry overnight or washed by iWash® 
(total of 30 seconds of wash and dry), figure 4. Slides were then re-loaded with filter sterile trypan blue 
solution and cells counted. The test results clearly indicate that washing slides under running water 
does not remove the majority of the cells. The internal coating of the slides are also damaged (Figure 3.) 

Conclusion 

Washing cell counter slides under a tap is unsafe, causes deterioration of the slide coating and yields 
unreliable cell counts. A safe, reliable and robust way to clean cell counter slides is to use an iWash® 
system, i.e.one with a washer and dryer module combined to clean and dry used slides. The whole 
process takes only 30 seconds per slide. For low throughput labs, a more economical route may be to 
use the iWash® without a drying unit and leave the slides to dry overnight in a desiccator ready for use 
next morning. Using an iWash® system with its proprietary rinsing solution will ensure that each slide is 
decontaminated and reconditioned without impacting the environment and the safety of the user while 
significantly reducing costs and improving analytical reliability.   
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iWashÒ is a registered trademark of Imrali Inventions Ltd. 

All rights reserved. For research use only. Not intended for any animal or human therapeutic or 
diagnostic use. Not to be used in domestic houses and near pets.  

Distributed globally by  Swift Analytical Ltd. For more information, please contact: 

E mail: info@swiftanalytical.com             phone: +44 (0)1904 900786 


